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FIRST QUARTER 2016 

REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMMING 

 

During the First Quarter of 2016, KGO-TV aired the following regularly scheduled local 

newscasts identified on air as “ABC 7 News” with a total cumulative average of over 100 

hours per month:  

   Monday - Friday  4:30-7:00AM 

   Monday - Friday  11:00-11:30AM 

   Monday - Friday 4:00-5:00PM 

   Monday - Friday 5:00-5:30PM 

   Monday - Friday 6:00-7:00PM 

   Monday - Friday 11:00-11:35PM 

   Saturday & Sunday  11:00PM-12:00AM 

   Saturday & Sunday 5:00-6:00AM / 6:00-7:00AM 

   Saturday  8:00-9:00AM 

   Sunday  9:00-10:00AM  

   Saturday & Sunday 5:00-5:30PM & 6:00-6:30PM 

  



THE LIVE WELL NETWORK- KGO-TV / 7.2 HD 

KGO-TV’s D2 sub-channel airs the “Live Well Network,” a single free 

24/7 over-the-air digital platform channel providing viewers with 

original content focusing on home, health and lifestyle. 

The “Live Well Network” offers programs entitled-  Mexico: One Plate at 

a Time, Let’s Dish, Sell This House, Knock It Off, Deals, Best Recipe, 

Food Rush, Home Design With Lisa Quinn, and Mirror/Mirrow, and Live 

Big With Ali Vincent along with others. 

 

LAFF TV NETWORK- KGO-TV / 7.3 SD 

KGO-TV’s D3 sub-channel airs the “LAFF TV Network,” a single free 

24/7 over-the-air digital platform channel providing viewers with 

comedy programming content. 

The “LAFF TV Network,” airs vintage sitcoms and theatrical movies with 

a comedic theme.   

KGO-TV’S D2 Live Well Network & KGO-TV’S D3 LAFF TV network 

signals carry Public Service Announcements and Children’s Core 

Programming as described in the Quarterly FCC 398 Children’s 

Report.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



During the first quarter of 2016, KGO-TV also aired the following locally produced 

programming that addressed the problems and needs of the San Francisco-San 

Jose-Oakland Market area: 

BEYOND THE HEADLINES WITH CHERYL JENNINGS- This locally produced public 

affairs program consisted of a variety of subjects primarily dealing with issues related to 

the local community.  The program’s objective was to go “beyond the headlines” and 

explore critical issues facing the community.  KGO-TV’s Cheryl Jennings hosted this 

program that aired Sundays from 4:30 to 5:00pm. 

SEVEN ON YOUR SIDE-  Michael Finney headed this consumer affairs unit that provided 

consumer information / product recalls during local 5:00pm newscasts, and reviewed 

investigations / resolutions during 6:00pm newscasts.  Office staff answered letters, e-

mail and hotline telephone calls from viewers seeking help with a wide variety of 

consumer problems.  On the average, the unit received over 3300 e-mails/ letters, and 

over 1300 phone calls per month. 

ABC 7’S BAY AREA LIFE- Hosted by Lizzie Bermudez, this weekly lifestyle and 

entertainment destination program takes viewers around the Bay Area to celebrate and 

share what makes this beautiful place so fabulous.  Each show explores local 

neighborhoods for the latest finds in food, fitness, entertainment, decor, fashion, culture, 

technology, and travel.  Each week’s program highlights the special people and places of 

the Bay Area.  B. A. L. episodes aired Sundays from 6:30 to 7:00pm, and some encore 

episodes aired on Saturdays from 4:30-5:00pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPONSORED COMMUNITY EVENTS 

The following community events were featured on KGO-TV’s day planner, 

“Around the Bay,” KGO-TV’s vehicle for sponsoring upcoming community 

events.  Each of these thirty-second spots featured two to three events, and 

aired for two weeks on a fixed schedule: 

 

AROUND THE BAY PSA’S: 
 
1/2 – 1/15/2016  

FOG: Design & Art Fair (1/14-1/17/16) Benefiting SF MOMA  

MLK Holiday volunteerism message 

  

1/16 – 1/29/2016  

Disney Reads Day (2/6) Partner: First Book Make a Wish Greater Bay Area:  Wine & 

Wishes (2/20) Ama Daetz MC 

  

1/30 – 2/12/16    

Super Stars Literacy (2/27) Mike Nicco & Cheryl Jennings MC  

Dan Ashley’s Rock the CASA (3/5) Benefitting Court Appointed Special Advocates, 

Friends of Camp Concord.    

 

2/13 – 2/26/16 

Center for Asian American Media:  CAAMFest (3/10 opening, to 3/20)   

(Opening Night film 3/10 - “Tyrus” Wong (105 Year old concept artist for Bambi.  Robust 

Hollywood career, pioneer in film, Angel Island detainee, CAAM funded film). 

Academy of Friends (2/28) Benefitting HIV/AIDS organizations  

  

2/27– 3/11/16  

Friends of Children with Special Needs: Special Needs Got Talent (3/19) Matt Keller MC  

Professional Businesswomen of California (PBWC) 27th Annual Conference (3/22)  

 

3/12 – 3/25/16  

Unity Care: Youth Live! (4/23) Spencer Christian MC  

Madam CJ Walker Lunch (4/8)  

 

3/26 – 4/8/16   

Edgewood Fair (4/28-4/29 

March for Babies (4/30-5/1) MCs: Mike Nicco, Matt Keller, 



PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS- 
During the first quarter of 2016, KGO-TV aired over 400 public service 

announcements in various time periods throughout the broadcast day that 

involved a variety of topics.  Some of the PSA sponsors that aired included: 

San Francisco Police Department, Red Cross, Caltrans, CA Drought 

Awareness, Boys Town, U.S. Department of Health, Centers For Disease 

Prevention: Colorectal Cancer.  Cal Office of Traffic Safety, and The 

Lymphoma & Leukemia Society. 

* * * * 

In addition to the local news and public affairs programs described in 

this report, KGO-TV carries all of the ABC Television news & public 

affairs programs listed and described in the report filed as “Network 

Programming.” 

* * * * 

KGO-TV regularly surveys community leaders and organizations, and 

responds to these surveys.  The station also regularly hosts 

community feedback meetings known as “ABC 7 Listens” at different 

Bay Area locations.  Residents are invited to discuss key issues, 

problems, needs and interests.  Through these efforts we’ve 

determined that the following issues are important to the community: 

 

 CRIME & LAW ENFORCEMENT 

 TRANSPORTATION 

 PUBLIC SAFETY 

 7 ON YOUR SIDE CONSUMERISM   

 I-TEAM / SPECIAL NEWS REPORTS 

 THE ECONOMY 

Some of the station’s most significant treatments of these issues are 
described on the following pages. 



 

CRIME & LAW ENFORCEMENT 

 
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 - ABC 7 NEWS 4PM - (2:35) 
 
SECURITY INCREASED AT BAY AREA AIRPORTS AFTER BRUSSELS 
ATTACKS 
 
U.S. officials say there are no specific threats back here in the States following 
the Brussels attacks, but security has been increased, especially at large airports 
from New York's JFK to here in the Bay Area.  San Francisco International 
Airport is operating at heightened alert with more police, more K-9 units and 
more use of video surveillance.  An SFO spokesman says there are no changes 
in passenger screening procedures right now, but that could change if the TSA 
and San Francisco police feel they are warranted.  One couple says the terrorists 
are making their mark in Europe. "We've already seeing an impact. The security 
is going to get stronger. There will also be more fears of foreigners, possibly 
more xenophobia," said Debarati Sanyol, who arrived at SFO on a flight from 
Paris.  Carl Gronberg waited for his sister to arrive. He had a close call of his own 
recently.  "We were in the city during the Istanbul bombing, so that whole part of 
the world, it's really tragic what's happening there," said Gronberg. 
 
Police will also be more focused on "soft" targets - areas where the public can 
gain access without going through security, such as the departure lobby, 
baggage claim and the BART entrance.  "We're looking at any doors that have 
been left open, or unattended, packages unattended; we're also advocating if you 
see something say something," said Officer Carlos Manfredi with the San 
Francisco.  431 flights in and out of Brussels were cancelled today because of 
the terrorist attacks. This created a ripple effect at travel centers around the 
world.  There are no direct flights to Brussels from the Bay Area, but terror is 
certainly on the mind of travelers today, with many flights from SFO taking off to 
Europe.  "It kind of saddens me that that's happening and there's probably kids 
just like my daughter who are travelling and getting hurt and killed and just make 
it really fearful to travel," said Rocksand Dodson, Colorado resident.  The State 
Department issued this alert to all U.S. citizens traveling to Europe. 



 
(Crime & Law Cont.) 

Tuesday, March 22, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (1:30) 
 
FBI MAY HAVE FOUND WAY TO UNLOCK ATTACKER’S I PHONE 
 
In a stunning disclosure, federal authorities said that they may have found a way 
to unlock an iPhone used by one of the alleged shooters in the San Bernardino 
attack, a development that could make Apple's forced cooperation unnecessary. 
In a stunning disclosure, federal authorities said Monday that they may have 
found a way to unlock an iPhone used by one of the shooters in the San 
Bernardino attack, a development that could make Apple's forced cooperation 
unnecessary. In a filing late Monday, federal prosecutors asked to delay a much-
anticipated court hearing set for Tuesday over the FBI's demand for Apple to help 
unlock Syed Rizwan Farook's encrypted phone. "An outside party" came forward 
over the weekend and showed the FBI a possible method for unlocking the 
phone, according to the filing. 
 
Attorneys with the Electronic Frontier Foundation in San Francisco have been 
supporting Apple in court and were on their way to Southern California for 
Tuesday's hearing when they got word of the postponement.  For staff attorney 
Nate Cardozo, it was welcoming news. He believes the government has thrown 
in the towel.  "The San Bernardino case wasn't about this one phone. It was 
about trying to set a legal precedent. And when Apple's arguments were fully 
flushed out, I think the government realized the weakness of its position and 
they're dropping the case," said Cardozo.  Authorities need time to determine 
"whether it is a viable method that will not compromise data" on the phone. If 
viable, "it should eliminate the need for the assistance from Apple," according to 
the filing.  In a statement, U.S. Justice Department spokeswoman Melanie 
Newman said the government was "cautiously optimistic" that the possible 
method will work. 
 
Magistrate Judge Sheri Pym could rule on the government's request to delay 
Tuesday's hearing at any time.  Still, tech analyst Larry Magid says the 
momentum is clearly in Apple's favor.  "I think this put the government in a very 
difficult position to be fighting all the leading Silicon Valley technology companies 
and a lot of privacy advocates, and they were losing the war of public opinion," 
said Magid.  For more than a month, the government and Apple have waged a 
very public debate over whether breaking into one phone would jeopardize the 
security of all encrypted devices.  Prosecutors have argued that the phone used 
by Farook probably contains evidence of the Dec. 2 attack in which the county 
food inspector and his wife, Tashfeen Malik, slaughtered 14 at a holiday 
luncheon attended by many of his work colleagues.  The two were killed in a 
police shootout hours later. 

(continued next page) 



(continued) 
 
The FBI has said the couple was inspired by the Islamic State group. 
Investigators still are trying to piece together what happened and find out if there 
were collaborators.  Protests planned in Bay Area to back Apple in battle with 
FBI.  The couple allegedly destroyed other phones they left behind and the FBI 
has been unable to circumvent the passcode needed to unlock the iPhone, which 
is owned by San Bernardino County and was given to Farook for his job. 
Last month, Pym ordered Apple to create software that would disable security 
features on the phone, including one that erases all the information if a passcode 
is incorrectly entered more than 10 times. That would allow the FBI to 
electronically run possible combinations to open the phone without losing data. 
 Apple said the government was seeking "dangerous power" that exceeds the 
authority of the All Writs Act of 1789 it cited and violates the company's 
constitutional rights, harms the Apple brand and threatens the trust of its 
customers to protect their privacy. The 18th-century law has been used on other 
cases to require third parties to help law enforcement in investigations. 
 
The company said the order is unreasonably burdensome. Once created, it 
would be asked to repeatedly design such software for use by authorities at 
home and abroad, and the technology could fall into the hands of hackers. 
The government has countered that Apple could create the software for one 
phone, retain it during the process to protect itself, and then destroy it.  Apple has 
said that creating software is a form of speech and being forced to do so violates 
its First Amendment rights.  Both sides have mounted aggressive public relations 
campaigns to present their side and rhetoric at times has been charged. 
 
Apple CEO Tim Cook ripped the government's "backdoor" approach, a term 
applied to hackers that has also been used to criticize the way the government 
eavesdrops on encrypted communications.  FBI Director James Comey rejected 
talk of seeking a "master key" and said his agency just wanted Apple to remove 
its "vicious guard dog" so it can pick the lock.  Law enforcement organizations 
have weighed in on the side of the Justice Department and called on Apple to 
help in the investigation. President Barack Obama has said he values privacy but 
criticized "fetishizing our phones above every other value" and said there had to 
be some way to get information from the devices.  Other technology 
heavyweights, such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Yahoo, along with civil 
liberties groups and privacy advocates, have supported one of the world's largest 
technology companies.  Victims and relatives of the San Bernardino attack have 
come down on both sides; with some urging Apple to help and others saying 
privacy concerns are paramount.  While the case gained immense attention, it 
wasn't the first time the government and Apple have clashed over access to 
iPhone data. 

(continued next page) 



(continued) 
 
At the time of Pym's order, a magistrate judge in New York was weighing 
whether to force Apple to help the government gain access to data on the phone 
of a methamphetamine dealer. The phone in question, however, used an older 
operating system than the phone in the San Bernardino case. Apple already has 
a method to extract data from such phones and had done so at least 70 times for 
law enforcement.  The San Bernardino case raised the stakes in the fight 
because Apple says it was being asked to create a method to access the phone's 
data that does not exist.  Three weeks ago, the judge sided with Apple, saying 
prosecutors were stretching an old law "to produce impermissibly absurd results.” 



(Crime & Law Cont.) 

Monday, March 7, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 5PM (2:10) 
 
OAKLAND POLICE RADIO SYSTEM FAILURE INVESTIGATED  
 
Last Friday night, Oakland's police radios shut down for 11 minutes. Police, fire, 
and others on the system couldn't communicate on their two ways. And it isn't the 
first time.  This appears to be one of those rare stories where almost no one 
wants to talk on camera. The police and fire departments referred ABC7 News to 
city hall. And city hall has yet to respond even though we asked for a comment 
on Monday morning.  The pure and simple fact is that Oakland's public safety 
radio system needs fixing.  In the past several months, Oakland's public safety 
radio system has had at least three failures. Police, fire and other first responders 
on the system had to use other means to communicate with dispatch and each 
other.  Radio systems consultant David Cruise says the outages put public safety 
at risk. 
 
"They're serious enough where no one can get on the air for periods of 30 
minutes at a time," he said.  On Friday night, the radios shut down again this time 
for 11 minutes.  "Sounds like there's an inherent problem somewhere in the 
network and they don't know how to fix it because they don't understand what's 
going," said Cruise.  Oakland's radio system has had a rocky history of glitches 
and interferences. 
 
At the time, Cruise was a hired as a consultant to help solve the glitches. 
A major problem he found turned out to be signals from cellphone sites bleeding 
into radio channels causing disruptions. Still over the years, Oakland's radios 
have been experiencing intermittent problems. The Oakland public schools police 
force oversees 90 campuses. They rely on Oakland's police dispatch system. 
"We've had some outages and we're monitoring OPD's radio systems," said 
Oakland Unified School District Police Chief Jeff Godown. "OPD's tried to work 
with us and they're trying to fix that problem.”  The county's goal is to eventually 
transition to the countywide radio system. Longtime critics like the police union 
say the system is on its last leg and that the transfer can't come soon enough. 



(Crime & Law Cont.) 

Monday, February 22, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 5PM (2:00) 
 
PERSON OF INTEREST IN CUSTODY IN HOMICIDE OF MISSING WOMAN 
 
Hayward police arrested a person of interest in the death of a missing San Jose 
woman named Stacey Aguilar who disappeared after leaving a party. The 
Alameda County Coroner's Bureau classified her death as a homicide after 
finding multiple gunshot wounds on her body.  She disappeared last week after 
leaving a party on Silva Avenue near Jackson Street in Hayward.  Residents said 
she left with her boyfriend and unharmed. 
 
On Monday, Hayward police said Aguilar's body was found at noon on Saturday 
in a rural area off Morrison Canyon Road in Fremont. "We do have a person of 
interest in custody, we cannot release the name of the person until charges are 
actually brought with the district attorney," Hayward Police Department Chief 
Diane Urban said. Neighbors told ABC7 News they called police nine times 
because of a rowdy house party.  Aguilar's mother, who lives in Mexico, told 
ABC7 News by phone she was suspicious of Aguilar's boyfriend. 
 
Urban said police arrested him, but for a different charge. "The boyfriend was 
arrested for domestic violence, and he is one of the persons questioned, and 
that's all I can provide to you at this point," she said. 
Police said he was taken into custody the day Aguilar was reported missing and 
said the alleged domestic violence was against Aguilar, but they would not say 
he is a person of interest in this case.  The Alameda County Coroner has 
completed an autopsy, but cannot release a cause of death because of the 
Hayward police department's ongoing murder investigation. 



(Crime & Law Cont.) 

Wednesday, February 24, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11AM (2:02) 
 
ROBBERIES PART OF GANG-RELATED CRIME SPREE 
 
Police say recent robberies at a Pleasanton mall are part of a larger crime spree 
committed by a teenage gang.  Investigators say the gang's criminal activity 
extends to the BART system, but they did offer some reassuring news about the 
young suspects: they've made a third arrest. The arrest happened early this 
morning in Oakland. The news is a relief as news was just beginning to spread 
that the crime spree reached to Orinda's BART parking lot.  Police believe they 
have all three people who are responsible for robbing a 63-year-old woman and 
a 17-year old girl in the Stoneridge Mall parking lot over the weekend. And as the 
Orinda police chief heard about the attacks he realized they sounded awfully 
similar to one that happened in his town's BART parking lot, also on Sunday. 
 
"I was also watching the news that Sunday and I learned that the very same 
incident occurred in Pleasanton at the Stoneridge Mall. I thought it was very 
strange, very similar and I was trying to put the pieces together.  So I called the 
Pleasanton police department and wanted to make sure they were aware of what 
happened at the Orinda BART station, and they were putting all these cases 
together," said Orinda Police Chief Mark Nagel.  In Orinda, a woman was 
approached as she was opening her car door. She was robbed of her personal 
belongings, but not her car and she is okay. Pleasanton police say two juveniles 
were arrested late Monday and a third early Wednesday morning also in 
Oakland.  They will now have to piece together their evidence with other 
agencies to see if these three are responsible for the robbery at the Orinda BART 
station, along with robberies in San Leandro. They do think they got the guys 
who committed the mall robberies and are hopping they have busted up a gang-
related crime spree. 



(Crime & Law Cont.) 

Tuesday, March 8, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (1:10) 
 
SUPERVISOR CALLS FOR STATE OF EMERGENCY ON HOMELESSNESS 
 
San Francisco Supervisor David Campos called for the Board of Supervisors to 
declare a state of emergency on homelessness to help speed up the opening of 
additional Navigation Centers and shelters designed to help the homeless access 
permanent housing.  Speaking Tuesday in front of the city's highly touted 
Navigation Center in the Mission District, Campos said he planned to ask the 
board to follow the lead of cities such as Seattle and Los Angeles in declaring a 
shelter emergency.  The move would allow the city to bypass some red tape in 
opening additional Navigation Centers on city-owned property, he said.  Campos 
said he was acting in response to hundreds of phone calls and emails from 
constituents affected by homeless encampments, which appear to have 
increased in size and visibility in the past year and to conversations with those 
living on the street. He called out both Mayor Ed Lee and the board for what he 
called a "failure to act." 
 
"For years, people without homes have been pushed into neighborhoods like the 
Mission and (South of Market) with no real plan to provide services or shelter," he 
said. "This failure to act has caused a public health emergency in San Francisco 
that has reached intolerable levels.”  In addition to the declaration of a shelter 
emergency, Campos said he also plans to introduce legislation in the coming 
weeks that will call for the city to build six additional Navigation Centers in the 
coming year, three of them within the next six months.   
 
The legislation will also call for the activation of emergency reserve funds and 
spending cuts in other parts of the budget to support the opening of the new 
facilities.  Jennifer Friedenbach, director of the Coalition on Homelessness, today 
noted that every day is an emergency for those living on the street.  "When we 
think about emergencies, we often think about natural emergencies, but what we 
have here in San Francisco is a man-made emergency," Friedenbach said.  She 
said many city policies and barriers make it difficult for the homeless to access 
the services and support they need to get off the streets. 
 

(continued next page)



(continued) 
 
Sam Dodge, director of the mayor's office of Housing, Opportunity, Partnerships 
and Engagement, today said the city is currently working to open two additional 
Navigation Centers, although he did not give a timeline. In a hearing last week, 
Dodge indicated that he hoped to have a new center open within six months. 
Dodge said he would welcome additional resources and support from the Board 
of Supervisors for opening new Navigation Centers, but did not think the 
emergency declaration would accomplish much besides allowing the city to 
bypass some fire and safety codes.  "We're really happy that the supervisor is 
supportive of the Navigation Center, it has been a real success," Dodge said.  
 
He noted that the mayor acted to create a new department dedicated to 
homelessness in December, and that the city is now working to eliminate internal 
departmental barriers to effective programs. In addition, the mayor is working 
with other West Coast mayors to secure additional federal funding for housing. 
The call for more Navigation Centers comes after a city cleanup effort last week 
that pushed out hundreds of homeless people who had clustered in 
encampments along Division Street and around Showplace Square in the SoMa 
neighborhood. The city acted after its Department of Public Health declared the 
camps a public nuisance and health hazard.  Campos said that while the cost of 
opening more centers remains uncertain, it is likely to cost less than dealing with 
people on the streets does, in terms of police, health and public works service. 



TRANSPORTATION 

 

Thursday, January 7, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (2:10) 
 
FACEBOOK TO GIVE $1 MILLION TO TRANSPORTATION STUDY 
 
Facebook says they will contribute $1 million to help fund a study to improve 
transportation along the Dumbarton corridor in the Bay Area.  Billions of dollars 
will also be spent on transportation, including the maintenance of highways and 
roads, and the expansion of public transit. But some tech companies are taking 
matters into their own hands. ABC7 News is taking a look at what Facebook is 
doing to help people get to work faster.  Traffic problems in the Bay Area aren't 
anything new, but still drivers are frustrated and they say not enough is being 
done to make it any better.  In the Bay Area much of our lives are spent stuck in 
traffic 
 
"I'm thinking about wasted time. I'm not as productive because I'm in the car for 
so long," San Jose resident Tiffany George said.  "I take 101 and it's very 
frustrating.  I have to leave probably an hour before my classes start when it 
should usually just take 25 minutes to get there," Menlo Park resident Lia Malafa 
said.  As part of Gov. Jerry Brown's proposed budget, $37 billion will go toward 
transportation, likely funded by taxes, fees and cap-and- trade money rather than 
surplus revenue.  "The more roads you have, the more you've got to maintain 
and rehabilitate.  They're driving, by the account that I saw, driving 332 billion 
miles, so that's a lot of wear and tear," Brown said. 
 
But as we wait for improvements to infrastructure, some employers are taking 
matters into their own hands. Companies like Google and Apple now offer 
shuttles to its employees and Facebook will contribute $1 million to help fund a 
study to improve transportation along the Dumbarton corridor, including rail 
service between San Mateo and Alameda counties.  Rod Diridon, Sr. of the 
Mineta Transportation Institute warns that if more isn't done to help these 
companies get their employees to work, some could eventually move out of the 
area.  "We need to get ahead of the curve, and build the transportation systems 
that are going to maintain the viability of our rapidly expanding corporate 
headquarters," Diridon said.  Meanwhile, drivers remain skeptical about how long 
it'll take before we see some relief.  "This is a booming area, and it's only going to 
expand," George said.  Many are unsure of the solutions, if any that are coming 
our way. 



(Transportation Cont.) 

 
Monday, February 22, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (1:50) 
 
CALTRANS FINDS SERIES OF WEAK SPOTS IN YERBA BUENA TUNNEL 
 
Caltrans says there is a series of weak spots inside the Yerba Buena Tunnel. It is 
concrete that has been compromised by rainwater leaking into the 80-year-old 
structure.  In January, a car was hit by a falling piece of concrete and it seems 
that incident inside the Yerba Buena Tunnel wasn't as isolated as Caltrans first 
announced.  When the new eastern span of the Bay Bridge opened, the Yerba 
Buena Tunnel received a new paint job, but that was about it. It hasn't had a 
major renovation in more than 50 years and it is starting to show.  "There were 
13 spots that were discovered," Caltrans spokesperson Myeast McCauley said. 
 
In fact, Caltrans tests now reveal a pattern of failure, due to corrosion caused by 
rainwater. It's the same eastbound tunnel where a chunk of concrete gave way in 
January damaging a car while narrowly missing the driver.  "There is a little bit of 
light corrosion on the rebars and we're now going to meet with the FHWA to talk 
about the steps going forward," McCauley said.  They'll meet soon with the 
Federal Highway Administration, but in the meantime, the crumbling sections 
have been removed.  The Yerba Buena Tunnel was built in the 1930’s, and the 
last major rehabilitation was done more than 50 years ago, in the early 
sixties.  According to the Metropolitan Transportation Commission the problems 
here may be a symptom of a larger issue facing the Bay Area and its aging 
infrastructure. 
 
"We see this not only on the state highway system, like the Bay Bridge, we see it 
on our local streets and roads, and we see it on our transit systems. I think a 
great illustration of this is BART. Passengers on BART are dealing with 
increasing delays," Metropolitan Transportation Commission spokesperson John 
Goodwin said.  In the Yerba Buena Tunnel, Caltrans says there is no immediate 
danger to motorists, but there will likely be a series of late-night lane closures 
while repairs are made. 



(Transportation Cont.) 

Thursday, March 17, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:30) 
 
BART OFFICIALS EXPLAIN WHAT'S CAUSING DELAYS, DAMAGE 
 
As BART crews work around the clock to fix a power problem that's causing 
equipment to burn up, Bay Area residents are expressing frustration with the 
continued delays and bus bridges.  Something is causing its equipment to burn 
up. In the meantime, it's been a tough commute for a lot of people and some 
riders tell ABC7 News they feel stuck.  "I hate BART, honestly," said one 
commuter. "But it is what it is, it's better than driving.”  It's as frustrating for 
commuters as it is mysterious for BART engineers. But they are making progress 
in fixing the problem.  There was a problem with BART trains in Oakland. And 
though it's not quite the same issue, it's a great question that a lot of people 
asked ABC7 News reporter Melanie Woodrow on Twitter. 
 
The engineers say there is no way the power circuitry from that problem could be 
connected to this one. They say it's too far away and there's no electrical 
connection. That said, they don't know what is causing this problem and they say 
this time it's worse.  BART engineers are one step closer to a solution. They don't 
know what's causing the problem but they have identified where it's 
happening.  "It's very clear we've got this particular failure isolated to a single 
interlocking where the train is failing, all of the cars are failing in the exact same 
place," said BART Chief Mechanical Officer Dave Hardt.  Every time the train 
cars pass over that particular section of track they get zapped with extra 
voltage.  "With all this arcing and sparking we've had you see damage to the 
thyristors," said electronic technician Jay Clemons. 
 
A thyristor is small but expensive.  Hardt says it costs $1,000 for the part and it 
typically takes 22 weeks to order.  When the thyristor fails, the cars stop 
powering themselves. They're basically being dragged and pushed. 
"The ones that failed yesterday failed very quickly," said Hardt. "I mean, it was 
literally four or five cars in a row that took out the whole nine or 10 
cars.  Understandably, BART doesn't want to lose any more cars 
"We've never had 55 cars go bad in one day that's a catastrophe," said 
Clemons.  So officials stopped service between North Concord and Pittsburg/Bay 
Point, and setup a bus bridge that BART said added no more than 10 minutes to 
the average commute. Some of the people who rely on BART daily feel 
differently."  It was terrible because I didn't get to work on time," said commuter 
Mike Powell.  Fellow commuter Steven Del Tessandro added, "Goodwill I tried to 
make it today on time so I'm a little late today.”  The cars will take months to fix.   
As for service?  That remains a mystery. It all depends on when engineers can 
figure out what's causing the surge and then fix it.  In the meantime the bus 
bridge is scheduled to run. 
 



(Transportation Cont.) 

 
Tuesday, March 8, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (1:52) 
 
BART BOARD MEMBER PROPOSES FINING BART SEAT HOGS 
 
BART trains are getting more crowded, but not everyone is being a good sport 
about squeezing in to make room.  One BART board member is proposing a 
hefty fine for riders who take up more than their fair share of the seats.  After a 
long day at work, sometimes you just want to sit.  "If I need a seat, I need a seat, 
man," said one BART rider.  But seats are scarce on BART trains and for some 
people, one isn't enough.  "Like laying down and taking two seats. I see people 
putting their bags on the seat next to them," said BART rider Alix Charles.  In a 
train packed with standing passengers, a duffle bag was spotted Tuesday riding 
in first class. It's a common sight.  And then there's man-spreading. "Sometimes 
they're sitting like super wide stance, and a lot of women are like scrunched like 
this," said another BART rider. 
 
In New York, hogging seats is such a problem they've made posters about it. But 
the Bay Area might take it a step further.  BART board member Joel Keller says 
right now there's nothing police can do. He's proposing a $100 fine for the first 
offense.  "Allow the police to enforce one seat, one rider," Keller said. "I'd rather 
have the police having a tool that would allow them to intervene, rather than 
these disagreements escalate into something more serious." 
 
Pretty much everyone agrees hogging seats is rude, but as for whether it should 
be illegal, director Keller may be in the minority.  "We don't need no more tickets 
in society, man, we already paying enough taxes and got enough going on," said 
a BART rider.  "Probably not a good idea," a BART rider who identified herself as 
Scoot said. "We have enough laws.”  There's concern it could hurt the 
homeless.  "Criticized for, OMG he needs to go find a shelter, so what if he 
couldn't find a shelter?  His shelter was this train," said BART rider Justice 
Cunningham Keller says he'll work to ensure it doesn't target the homeless. He 
just wants people to have manners.  "I think they just are being lazy and not very 
nice," BART rider Wendy Spinale said. 



(Transportation Cont.) 

 
Thursday, March 17, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (1:20) 
 
S. F. IS FINALIST IN U. S. DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION SMART CITY 
CHALLENGE 
 
San Francisco is a finalist in a contest sponsored by the U.S. Government to 
improve the way people get around in cities.  "Seventy-eight cities applied and 
there are seven finalists. A map shows San Francisco's competition in the Smart 
City Challenge. One of these cities will get $50 million to transform the way 
people get around," according to the video created by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation.  It's all about using technology to make getting around easier, 
quicker, and safer. 
 
Imagine Caltrain pulls in to the station and there's a self-driving taxi waiting, or 
maybe an autonomous or ride-sharing car pulls up depending on how many 
people are traveling.  These are things that can reduce the demand for parking 
lots and free up space for housing or parks.  San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency's director says community input is part of the process. 
 
"What would work for you, given all this new technology, whether it's sensors, on 
demand technology, autonomous vehicles, what would work for you?  What are 
your challenges with technology?" said San Francisco Metropolitan Transit 
Authority director Ed Reiskin.  Google's parent company Alphabet announced 
Thursday it's jumping in.  It tweeted that it will work with the finalists to build a 
platform to get transit data to city officials to find smarter ways to move people 
and goods.  As a finalist, San Francisco now gets $100,000 to expand its 
proposal.  The winner will be announced in June. 



(Transportation Cont.) 

Tuesday, February 9, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 5PM (2:02) 
 
LOW GAS PRICES MAY HAVE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON ROADS  
 
We're starting to see gas prices drop under $2.00 a gallon throughout the Bay 
Area.  It seems like something to celebrate, but Bay Area transportation officials 
warn there's a dark cloud looming. "Many cities across California have lost a 
significant amount of money," MTC spokesperson Randy Rentchler said. With 
the state's complicated gas tax formula tied to lower gas prices, California will 
lose about a $1 billion in transportation funding that would normally go toward 
fixing things, like potholes. "What does that mean? It means the freeway 
interchange you need fixed can't get fixed. The extension you want for let's say 
BART is funded by the same source in many cases, it can't get done," he said. 
 
At Walnut Creek Ford, low gas prices have helped fuel a surge in truck and SUV 
sales, up 20 percent in the past four months and they're pushing some 
customers away from hybrid cars. "I found some customers that were originally 
looking at the hybrid, and the difference between the hybrid gas ratios was not 
significant versus the price point, so they were going with gas instead," Walnut 
Creek Ford spokesperson Stephanie Malone said. 
 
But putting more large and less fuel-efficient vehicles on the road means greater 
emissions. "I think people do react to the market at the time. We hope they have 
a longer view. The price of gas could spike back up. What I'd like people to begin 
to understand is their effect on the environment," Bay Area Air Quality 
Management Board spokesperson Mark Ross said.  In the short term, changing 
the mindset of consumers may not get easier as some analysts predict gas 
prices will stay low for some time.  



PUBLIC SAFETY 

 
Thursday, February 11, 2016 – ABC 7 NEWS 4PM (1:40) 
 
OAKLAND SPA CHANGES 'ISIS' NAME DUE TO SAFETY CONCERNS 
 
Concerns over the safety of female employees prompted an Oakland business 
owner to change a spa's name. The skin and body salon is named "ISIS" after 
the Egyptian goddess of beauty, but the name is now synonymous with the terror 
group. The owner is now trying to make the best out of bad circumstances.   
 
People walking down Broadway are stopping to snap pictures of a banner that 
reads: "We're changing our name... for obvious reasons.”  It's funny, but the 
name change comes from serious concerns about safety for employees "We had 
to deal with too many bigots," said spa owner Aquil Naji. "The level of ignorance 
was just unbelievable.”  The name ISIS is now associated with ugliness, no 
longer the Egyptian goddess of beauty.  "I have a 7-year-old who can 
understand, who can discern between an acronym and a name," said Naji.  The 
spa owner and employees say not everyone thinks as deeply. 
 
"At first we didn't want to change it because it's been the name for so long, but 
there was kind of threats of people coming in and people just being really rude 
walking by and making phone calls," said spa manager Theresa Ayala.  Naji 
adds, "I will not let our employees be subjected to anybody's ignorance at 
all.”  Ten years after opening, they posted the banner promising a name change, 
with the help of their neighbors Hamilton Broadway signs.  "He's a wonderful 
neighbor and a great asset to the community," said Leslie Wood with Hamilton 
Broadway Sign.   
 
As people talk about the clever banner, the spa has turned bad luck into good 
branding.  "It was funny," said Oakland resident Alex Reyes. "I thought it was 
hilarious I mean, for obvious reasons, that's pretty funny.”  The new name is 
"Elysium," a place of paradise or heaven; somewhere you won't find ISIS 
fighters.  New signs are expected in the coming weeks. 



(Public Safety Cont.) 

 
Thursday, February 18, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 5PM (1:50) 
 
CAL SAFETY BOARD REJECTS STRICTER ENFORCEMENT OF CONDOM 
USE IN ADULT FILMS 
 
Cal/OSHA and the porn industry debated the issue of mandatory condom use 
Thursday. Performers say they already follow strict guidelines to protect 
themselves against infectious diseases and in the end, Cal/OSHA agreed. 
The Cal/OSHA safety board was expected to update its mandatory use of 
condoms within the adult film industry, but to everyone's surprise the board voted 
it down.  It was the AIDS Healthcare Foundation that wanted new 
measures.  Ged Kenslea from the AIDS Healthcare Foundation said some of 
those measures were "regular onsite inspection, just drop by whenever. They 
need to be certain they have the safety notices posted, they need to be sure they 
have the bowl with the condoms available and visible on set." 
 
"When I performed I wore condoms. It was my choice, it was my preference, but I 
don't think it's fair that they need to force that on everybody," performer Stefanos 
Tiziano said.  Board members heard more than five hours of testimony from 
those who said audiences won't accept condoms in porn films. The board was 
told the requirement would force the industry underground.  That industry says it 
already has strict measures in place to prevent the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases. 
 
"We test at this point every two weeks for a whole panel of tests and there has 
not been one single HIV transmission on a porn set that follow these protocols 
since they were implemented," Ela Darling from the Adult Performer Advocacy 
Committee said.  California and New Hampshire are the only states that allow 
adults films to be made legally. Most performers claim that tighter regulations 
would cripple the porn industry here in California. 

(continued next page)



      (Continued) 

Representatives of the AIDS Healthcare Foundation said at least six adult 
performers have become infected with HIV while working in the adult film industry 
since 2009, when the organization submitted its petition to Cal/OSHA. But, 
Joseph Smyser, a policy expert for the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, said those numbers don't show a trend when taken in the context of 
the thousands of adult entertainment performers in the industry.  "I would like to 
see more evidence that this industry is creating an environment that's inherently 
more risky than other environments experienced by the general population," 
Smyser said. "I don't see that from the preponderance of evidence.”  "It's going to 
push everyone away and the people that can't move, people like me, I'm going to 
lose my job," performer Kevin Quintero said. 
 
Others feared that Cal/OSHA will someday demand that goggles and gloves be 
mandatory -- something health care workers have to use when exposed to 
blood.  "It makes it so that we can't make a competitive product. It makes it so 
that we don't actually create the content that is the job that we are doing," Darling 
said.  But in the end, Cal/OSHA sided with the porn industry, for now. 



 
(Public Safety Cont.) 

Monday, January 25, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 5PM (2:25) 
 
PACIFICA EMERGENCY MEETING TO ASSESS SEA WALL DAMAGE 
 
The break in the rain has not meant a break in the troubles caused by this El 
Nino winter. Residents along the already battered Pacifica coastline are taking 
another hit as an apartment complex has just been deemed uninhabitable.  
Residents along the already battered Pacifica coastline are taking another hit as 
an apartment complex has just been deemed uninhabitable.   
 
In an emergency meeting Monday night, the city intends to confirm a local 
emergency.  It's likely to be a loud meeting with some of that noise coming from 
residents of the Esplanade Apartments, who have been ordered by police to 
leave for their own safety.  The city believes the apartment house is in danger of 
falling into the ocean.  Yellow tags were posted on doors warning residents to 
leave, though some residents say they won't be leaving. 
 
"The building official says they have reached the point where no one can live 
inside them," said Pacifica Police Chief Dan Steidle.  For Pacifica, it's the latest 
drama this winter. First, waves caused damage to the city's sea wall that closed 
Beach Boulevard.   
 
Then there are the crumbling cliffs beneath homes and businesses along 
Palmetto Avenue due the surf pounding against sandy cliffs that keep giving way 
to the battering. 



(Public Safety Cont.) 

 
Thursday, February 18, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (2:02) 
 
SAN JOSE RESIDENTS FIGHT CITY TO INSTALL GATE FOR SAFETY 
 
Residents in San Jose's Mansion Park neighborhood say they don't feel safe, but 
the city doesn't appear willing to help. It's a story you'll see only on ABC7 
News.  Gated communities exist in many parts of the Bay Area, offering limited 
access and greater security. But in San Jose, homeowners report that city hall is 
putting up roadblocks for a gate they say is needed after two residents were 
recently attacked. It's a story you'll see only on ABC7 News. 
 
An electric gate can be expensive, costing around $50,000. The residents of 
Mansion Park say they're willing to pay for one out of their own pockets. So far, 
however, they can't get approval from the city.  Mansion Park is a private 
community of 100 homes with a growing problem.  "We have people driving in 
our complex, dumping illegal stuff," said Mansion Park homeowner Joe Sier. "We 
have (people) breaking into cars. We've got stolen cars." 
 
Mailboxes have also been broken into and mail stolen. But the worst event 
happened to the Sier on Super Bowl weekend.  "Three people attacked me, put 
me to the ground, and hit me in my head," he said.  A photo he shared with 
ABC7 News shows the injuries to his face. It happened just outside the complex 
in Chnynoweth Park, which is public. That's why the homeowners association is 
stepping up its efforts to install an electric gate for protection. 
 
"It reduces crimes of opportunity and lowers the amount of work that police have 
to do -- burglaries, robberies, thefts -- things that police officers would otherwise 
have to investigate," said Mansion Park burglary victim Eric Pace. "It just doesn't 
make sense to me.”  However, the city's planning department says gates are no 
longer allowed under a change in the general plan approved in 2011. The idea is 
to create open, connected neighborhoods. 
 
"We don't really look at the city as a city of gated communities," said San Jose 
Planning Division Manager Steve McHarris. "We look at the city as open where 
residents can walk, bike, and even have vehicle circulation through the entire 
city.”  Mansion Park installed bollards but were told they can't be used.  Eric Pace 
sent a letter to Mayor Sam Liccardo to address this issue. Planning officials say 
they would reconsider ideas when crime is the focus. The original request cited 
traffic concerns. 



(Public Safety Cont.) 

 
Wednesday, January 27, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (2:18) 
 
SAFETY CONCERNS RISE AFTER SECOND TOURIST ATTACKED 
 
A second attack on a tourist at SF's Twin Peaks and it is raising concern for the 
thousands of tourists coming for the Super Bowl.  A violent attack happened at 
one of San Francisco's most popular tourist spots early Wednesday 
evening.  The tourist is recovering after she was pepper sprayed by a robber. It 
happened on the top of Twin Peaks and it comes as thousands of people get 
ready to converge on San Francisco for Super Bowl 50. 
 
A violent attack happened at one of San Francisco's most popular tourist spots 
early Wednesday evening.  The tourist is recovering after she was pepper 
sprayed by a robber. It happened on the top of Twin Peaks and it comes as 
thousands of people get ready to converge on San Francisco for Super Bowl 50. 
 
The view from Twin Peaks is amazing at sunset and is a big favorite for locals 
and tourists. Now apparently it appeals to criminals too.  "I feel safe... until now. 
And you say there's a robbery? And for a tourist, it's not good," San Francisco 
resident Malou Morales said. 
 
"They grabbed her purse, ripped it off of her. They then jumped in a car -- a four-
door, dark color sedan -- and they took off. It happened that fast," San Francisco 
Officer Carlos Manfredi said.  The victim told police her attackers were a man 
and woman in their 20’s.  Kim S., who lives nearby, said, "I think it's terrible, but 
something that's been happening in the twin peaks area for quite some time." 
 
Police have investigated car break-ins near the lookout parking lot and in 
December an elderly French tourist was robbed of his camera on Twin Peaks 
Boulevard. The crimes appear to be unrelated.  Super Bowl City at the Ferry 
Building is where hordes of people will be converging before and during Super 
Bowl 50. San Francisco police say have fun, but be aware of your surroundings, 
protect yourself and your stuff. 
 
"Don't put anything out you're not willing to lose, keep it close to you, keep it 
hidden if you can. If you have a backpack, strap on the backpack, a purse -- keep 
it across you," Manfredi suggested.  You can also be a good witness. If you're a 
victim, or see a crime happen, help police with details about the suspect, what 
they wore and how they got away. 



(Public Safety Cont.) 

 
Friday, March 25, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 4PM (2:10) 
 
PLANS TO REMOVE TREES IN THE HAIGHT CAUSING CONTROVERSY 
 
Along Haight Street in San Francisco, there are old trees, failing trees, trees 
blocking street lights or too close to utility poles and then there are those that 
continue to damage the sidewalk.  San Francisco public works says some have 
to come down.  "It can be a danger to pedestrians or others in the neighborhood 
or the tree just won't thrive," explained Rachel Gordon with the San Francisco 
Public Works Department.  The initial report called for removing about 35 trees, 
and relocating some, but public works is still assessing that number. Also, they 
will replace one tree with another, but not necessarily in the same spot. 
 
The municipal transportation agency will be also be working on its Muni Forward 
project, which calls for putting more stops signs, reducing bus stops and adding 
bulb outs to guarantee pedestrian safety along the Haight corridor.  So where 
some of the new trees will go up depends on the Muni project, which is creating 
controversy.  
 
Some merchants say they don't trust what the city is doing.  "I would be skeptical 
as to why they are cleaning a street and make it nicer. What are they really trying 
to do with the tress, it's like one step before they do more," said Brandon Fuller, a 
local merchant.  The Muni forward project is scheduled to begin in 2017, when 
the neighborhood will celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Summer of Love. 



 
7 ON YOUR SIDE CONSUMERISM 
 
 
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 4PM (2:20) 
 
WARNING THAT SOME FORTIFIED FOODS MAY BE UNNECESSARY 
 
Plenty of foods are packed with added nutrients, like iron and calcium, with idea 
being that more is better, but that may not be true. 7 On Your Side's Michael 
Finney partnered up with Consumer Reports with a warning. 
Plenty of foods are packed with added nutrients, like iron and calcium. Some 
may think that means those are better for you, but that may not be true. 7 On 
Your Side's Michael Finney partnered up with Consumer Reports with a warning. 
 
Supermarket aisles are filled with fortified foods including cereal, orange juice, 
pasta, bread, protein drinks, and snack bars.  "If you have too much of some of 
the nutrients that are in fortified foods and in dietary supplements, it can be 
harmful," said Lauren Cooper, Consumer Reports business editor. 
 
Take calcium, the daily recommended amount for adults is 1,000 to 1,200 
milligrams. If you start your morning with a bowl of total whole grain cereal, each 
serving is fortified with 100 percent of your daily calcium needs and that's without 
milk. Add the milk and pop a daily calcium supplement, and that's double the 
amount of calcium a person's body needs.  "Too much supplemental calcium can 
increase your risk for kidney stones," Cooper said.  A bowl of Kellogg's Product 
19 has 18 milligrams, and plenty of other foods are fortified with iron, so you 
could be getting more than you think. 
 
"Too much increases the risk of diabetes and heart problems and can cause 
other serious health issues," Cooper added.  Keep an eye on folic acid, a 
synthetic form of folate. Most healthy adults who aren't pregnant need just 400 
micrograms of folic acid or folate per day.  "Overdoing, it can hide the symptoms 
of a vitamin B12 deficiency in people over 50," she added. 
 
The good news is that most American adults already get enough of these 
nutrients without eating fortified foods or taking dietary supplements.  Look to 
dark leafy greens for calcium, iron and folate, and of course, milk, cheese, and 
yogurt for calcium, and red meat as a good source of iron.  Consumer Reports 
says you don't need to avoid fortified foods altogether, but it's a good idea to 
check labels. Unless your doctor recommends a dietary supplement, Consumer 
Reports says it's best to skip them. 



 
(Consumerism Cont.) 

 
Thursday, February 25, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:20) 
 
WHY YOU SHOULD TEST YOUR WATER FAUCET FOR LEAD 
 
Concerns over high lead levels in the water and the ongoing health crisis in Flint, 
Michigan has some homeowners in the Bay Area concerned about the water in 
their own homes.  7 On Your Side takes a look at what you can do to ease any 
fears. The Bay Area's two largest water agencies have seen a slight increase in 
calls about lead since the news about Flint broke. Here's what you can do to 
protect yourself and your family. 
 
Betsy Rhodes from the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission said, 
"Everybody needs to worry. You don't want lead in your drinking water, period. 
No matter how old you are.”  That's the blunt warning from Rhodes. Four 
counties in the Bay Area get their water from Hetch Hetchy.  The San Francisco 
Public Utilities Commission and East Bay Municipal Utility District replaced their 
lead water pipes in the 1980s. The agencies say their testing found no detectable 
levels of lead in their drinking water, but that doesn't mean your home is free of 
any lead danger. 
 
Rhodes said, "The most common source of that would be old plumbing 
fixtures.”  In Washington D.C. Thursday, a committee held a congressional 
hearing on the Flint water crisis. Among those testifying was the Oakland-based 
Center for Environmental Health.  Michael Green from the Center for 
Environmental Health said, "Across the country, people of color and low income 
communities remain unfairly at great risk from cancer-causing chemicals, 
chemicals that cause acute and chronic health problems." 
 
Green called for greater resources to deal with the issue on a national level. 
Here's what you can do to protect yourself. Contact your local water agency and 
inquire about lead testing. In San Francisco you can request a lead test kit for 
$25.  "What you're supposed to do is the tap that you're concerned about, don't 
use the tap for 6-12 hours before this test," Rhodes said. 
 
Fill the bottle up with water and you should get your test results back in two to 
four weeks. Last year less than 10 percent of the test conducted discovered any 
lead in the drinking water.  Here are links to information from the San Francisco 
Public Utilities Commission and East Bay Municipal Utility District on lead 
testing.  If a homeowner is concerned about the lead levels in their water, please 
contact your water provider.  The SFPUC says they have been working for 
decades to remove all lead-containing plumbing components in their system and 
to optimize corrosion control in order to minimize the level of lead that could enter 
into the drinking water system.  



(Consumerism Cont.) 
 
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (2:30) 
 
HOW TO BLOCK ANNOYING ROBOCALLS 
 
Are you tired of telemarketing calls? If so, Consumers Union said your phone 
company should do more to help you block the annoying interruptions. Are you 
tired of telemarketing calls? If so, Consumers Union said your phone company 
should do more to help you block the annoying interruptions.  Robocalls are a 
hassle. You can try to block them as long as your phone isn't a traditional 
landline.  If you have a smartphone, there are apps designed to stop 
robocalls.  Tom Donlea is with White Pages Current. "We have preloaded into 
current over 21,000 known or suspicious fraudulent numbers," Donlea said. 
 
If you have Internet phone service like Xfinity, you can use the blocking service 
called Nomorobo, but there is no service available for traditional landline 
phones.  Lavinia Turner said she is often interrupted at work by robocalls. "I think 
it is a terrible practice and they should stop it," she said.  Consumer’s Union 
spokesperson Tim Marvin agrees and blames not just the robocallers, but also 
the telephone industry. 
 
The fact is that phone companies have a responsibility to make sure that good 
phone calls are getting through to our houses, and then they should give us an 
option to block the bad ones.  Marvin said all phone companies either have the 
sophisticated technology to stop these calls or should acquire it. "We do think 
that there's technology out there that can help solve this problem, the phone 
companies need to make this investment to stop them," he said. 
 
Bay Area's landline giant, AT&T, issued a written response in regards to this 
saying: "Robocalls are an industry-wide issue and we continue to work closely 
with the government and industry partners to make improvements. We 
appreciate consumers union's input and will continue our work to help find 
solutions.”  The Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association said blaming 
the carriers is blaming the messengers. In a statement they said: "No one wants 
robocalls, and the attention to stop them needs to focus on those bad actors that 
are willfully and blatantly ignoring the laws." 
 
Consumers Union wants all phone companies, wired Internet- wireless, to offer 
free phone blocking.  But for now most of us are on our own looking for apps, 
using internet solutions and answering mysterious phone calls with no one on the 
other end of the line.  I am following all the efforts to reign in robocalls and will 
report back as things change. 



(Consumerism Cont.) 
 
Friday, February 26, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:35) 
 
7 ON YOUR SIDE PUTS 'TILE' TO THE TEST 
 
The high tech finder of lost key rings, Tile, which could be called the largest lost 
and found, can do much more than most people think.  By now you have 
probably heard about Tile. You attach a little Tile device to things you don't want 
to lose and it sends out a Bluetooth signal you can track with your smartphone. 
 
Tiles are often attached to keys and wallets, items lost around the home or office. 
But Tile makes a promise of being able to find bigger items further from 
home.  The company's video makes the following promise: "If your bike goes 
missing, you can mark it as a lost item. This puts all other Tile apps on the 
lookout for your Tile. If any Tile user gets within range of your bike their phone 
will communicate with our office and you'll be sent a notification of your bikes 
whereabouts." 
 
Everyone with a Tile app running on their phone is on the search for your item. 
Sounds good, but does it work?  Andreas Muno says his expensive Italian bike 
would cost $24,000 new is proof. In December the bike went missing from near 
his home in Redwood City.  "When I got home the same evening I remembered 
that I put a Tile in the back of the bike," said Andreas Munro of Redwood City. 
 
The Tile was stashed under the seat of his bike. He reported the item missing to 
Tile. Three days later he received an email notification.  "Your bike was found! 
With the location on the map indicating where it is and it is here, right here where 
we are standing today," he said.  His bike was a couple blocks off of Union 
Square in San Francisco. He called police and old them about the Tile and the 
bike. 
 
"Thirty minutes later I hear back from the police and they say the bike is exactly 
where your tile told us what do you want us to do with it?”  No one was arrested 
but Muno got his bike back, no worse for wear, but with 300 extra miles.  Tile's 
CEO and founder Michael Farley said, "this is what it is all about at Tile; helping 
people stay connected to the things they love.” When we find things like rare 
Italian motorcycles that have been stolen and bring we them back to their owners 
that makes everything worthwhile for us.”  The more Tile users around the more 
likely you are to find a stolen item quickly. 



(Consumerism Cont.) 
 
Friday, March 11, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:55) 
 
INSURANCE COMPANY ACCUSED OF ACTING IN BAD FAITH 
 
Is there a life insurance bubble that is about to go bust?  Life insurance buyers 
have two main options: term insurance that only pays if you die, or an insurance 
policy that has a savings or investment feature. That is often called universal or 
whole life. It's those types of policies, universal and whole life that we are talking 
about. 
 
Transamerca Corporation no longer has its headquarters in the iconic 
Transamerca pyramid in downtown San Francisco. The signature building is still 
a part of the company’s logo along with the words, "Transform tomorrow.”  Mary 
and Gordon Feller bought Transamerica policies back in the 1980s and say the 
company has indeed transformed their tomorrow. 
 
"The projections we were given were based on eight percent interest rate and 
there was never a time where the policies earned eight percent," Mary Feller 
said. "Now, suddenly the cost of the insurance has skyrocketed. So when we put 
in $250 or $500 or $700, or whatever we put in on that quarterly basis, that 
money is eaten up.”  "Well, here we are 25 years later. The baby boomer 
generation is ready to retire. Now the companies say, 'Whoa, we've got to make 
good on our promise? No, we're walking away,'" said the Feller's attorney Harvey 
Rosenfield. 
 
A recent letter sent to the Fellers and other policy holders told them 
Transamerica was increasing the cost of insurance by 38 percent. Now a class 
action lawsuit has been filed by Consumer Watchdog, which accuses the 
company of bad faith.  7 On Your Side requested an on camera interview, or a 
written statement from Transamerica and the insurance giant wrote, in part: "We 
understand that policy owners are grappling with the performance of older 
universal life policies that were sold during a time of higher interest rates, 
something which is not specific to our customers, but is the case across the 
industry." 
 
An online search finds multiple articles concerned with these types of 
issues.  Also concerned is Stephen Prater, a former insurance law professor at 
Santa Clara University for 30 years. He says he doesn't see a basis in the law for 
Transamerica to take the position it is taking.  "They make a promise, they've got 
to keep the promise," Prater said. "Insurance is like a legalized gambling 
business. You take money in exchange for a promise, and there's no right or 
guarantee that you're going to make a profit. You win some, you lose some." 



(Consumerism Cont.) 
 
 
Tuesday, February 23, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:35) 
 
SCAMMERS STILL FINDING WAYS PROFIT ON STOLEN PHONES 
 
It's been over two years since wireless carriers began blocking service on stolen 
smartphones. The goal is to deter phone thefts. But one consumer found out the 
system is not foolproof.  Scammers are still finding ways to make a profit on 
stolen phones.  Michael Edwards can listen to music on his new iPhone 6 and 
even take pictures. Other than that, the phone is pretty much useless.  AT&T just 
cut off his service even though he paid his bills.  "I can't text and I can't make 
phone calls, the two most basic things a phone should be able to do," said 
Edwards. The reason?   AT&T told him that his phone has been stolen. His shiny 
new iPhone just showed up on the national database of stolen phones. So AT&T 
had to cut off service. 
 
It's part of a national effort to stop scammers from stealing phones and reselling 
them.  "Instead of the person that committed the crime getting in trouble, I get all 
the consequences," he said.  Edwards thought he'd done everything right, 
although he did buy the phone from a seller on Craigslist. But first, he did make 
sure it wasn't stolen.  Edwards and the seller met at an AT&T store in El Cerrito. 
She handed him the phone, still sealed in its original box. The store manager 
checked to see if it was listed in the stolen-phone database. It was not. 
 
"The manager ran the information on the phone, the electronic serial number," 
explained Edwards.  Edwards paid the seller $580 cash in the store, AT&T turned 
on service and Edwards used the phone for two months until it was 
blacklisted.  Edwards says police wouldn't take a report and no one wanted the 
phone. "Apple won't take it back, AT&T doesn't want it." 
 
So, he contacted 7 On Your Side. "I know 7 On Your Side can help people who 
are victims of this kind of fraud," said Edwards.  7 On Your Side contacted AT&T 
and found out the phone was not reported stolen until two months after he 
bought it.  AT&T launched an investigation into this case.  They told & On Your 
Side, "We are working with the customer to help him resolve his issue and we 
are looking into this matter.”  AT&T would not publicly disclose how it plans to 
resolve this problem for Edwards, or whether or not it will provide a new phone or 
turn on his service. AT&T says disclosures could impede its ongoing 
investigation.  Seven On Your Side will follow up to find out how a thief pulled off 
this scam. 



 
I TEAM / SPECIAL NEWS REPORTS 
 
 
Friday, February 5, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (3:30) 
 
CONCERNS ABOUT OLD AMBULANCES WITH HIGH MILEAGE 
 
As big crowds hit town for the Super Bowl, the influx of thousands of people 
coming to enjoy the festivities is expected to bring a surge in emergency medical 
response calls.  We all count on the EMS, or Emergency Medical Response 
System, to save lives on a daily basis but some insiders tell the ABC7 I-Team 
they have concerns about the impact the Super Bowl surge could have on what 
they describe as an already-overwhelmed system.  State, local and federal 
authorities here have planned for three years to host the Super Bowl here and 
they appear confident they've done all they can to be prepared for any 
emergency situation. But a number of frontline first responders say they're 
worried that old worn-out ambulances could prevent them from responding to 
emergencies or even to a multiple-casualty incident if one should occur.  "We are 
driving around ambulances that are highly unreliable," one paramedic told the I-
Team's Dan Noyes. 
Noyes: "You're saying patient safety is at risk?" 
Paramedic: "I believe so, yes." 
 
ABC7 agreed to protect one paramedic's identity because he fears speaking out 
could jeopardize his job. He drives for a commercial ambulance company under 
contract to respond to 911 calls.  He has 10 years of experience.  He told the I-
Team that some of the ambulances on the streets today have serious 
mechanical problems. He is one of a number of paramedics who explained how 
the Emergency Medical Response System is plagued by old worn-out 
ambulances. 
Noyes: "How often are you seeing ambulances break down?" 
Paramedic: "Multiple units going out of service on a weekly basis.” 
 
Another complaint we heard from EMS professionals was that the vehicles they 
count on to get them to emergencies don't have the latest stability control or air 
bag technology. Insiders said often times they are rushing to emergencies in 
vehicles that have broken seats, seat belt problems, worn out suspensions, 
broken gurneys and a lack of sufficient supplies.  More than one 
paramedic described ambulances and emergency vehicles with what they called 
excessive amounts of miles on them.  Sources provided the ABC7 I-Team with 
pictures of what they say are ambulance odometers in vehicles still on the streets 
with over 200,000, over 300,000 and over 400,000 miles on them. 
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Concerned sources say these are pictures of ambulance odometers showing 
high mileage.  A paramedic told the I-Team, "You are driving on suspensions that 
have 400,000 miles on them. We don't know what that might do to somebody 
who has an unstable spinal injury.”  Retired San Francisco paramedic-firefighter 
Peter Green worked in EMS for 20 years in the Bay Area. He has obtained 
public records and studied Bay Area EMS systems. He's become a taxpayer 
advocate trying to assist communities with the effort to develop cost-effective 
emergency medical systems.  Green says the average age of the San Francisco 
Fire Department's ambulance fleet is about nine or 10 years old, making it in the 
oldest fleet in the Bay Area. He said the average age in the other counties three 
to three-and-a-half years old. Green points out Los Angeles County retirees their 
ambulances after 10 years.  But when the I-Team tracked down San Francisco 
Fire Department Chief Joanne Hayes-White, she denied the department's fleet 
is the oldest in the Bay Area.  She said, "Not correct. We have 19 ambulances in 
our current fleet that were purchased from 2013 forward.”  Hayes-White insists 
50 of the 54 ambulances operated by SFFD are capable of hitting the street 
today.  Peter Green said, "One of the symptoms that they have a fleet problem is 
that they are 'hot seating' crews. That means they are paying a crew with 
pay and benefits over $100 an hour to sit waiting for an ambulance.”  He says 
that happens because older ambulances break down and are in the shop for 
repairs. 
 
But Hayes-White told us, "My understanding is there have never been crews 
waiting around because of an ambulance shortage. That is not the case.”  She 
said 19 of the 20 to 25 ambulances the department puts on the street every day 
are new apparatus.  Hayes-White said, "Some of them have some wear and tear 
on them but we're in good shape.”  But six months ago a Civil Grand 
Jury published the results of their investigation titled "San Francisco Fire 
Department: What Does the Future Hold?”  They conducted 33 interviews with 
SFFD leadership, rank and file firefighters and paramedics, plus various city 
department heads and some of their findings are troubling.   
 
The Grand Jury concluded half the city's ambulances were more than 10 years 
old. Their report indicates one-third of the fleet "may require servicing at any 
given time." The Grand Jury blamed slow response times on a "chronic lack 
of serviceable ambulances" and they recommended the San Francisco Fire 
Department "replace the aging ambulance fleet."  Green says the challenges the 
emergency medical system faces are serious but not unsolvable. He said he 
believes the city has an excellent group of firefighters and paramedics but the 
problem is they are hamstrung with poor training, poor facilities and 
poor equipment.  One of the commercial companies said it worked closely with 
Hayes-White to bring in extra ambulances for Super Bowl Week and they have 
enough resources to handle any emergency.  The Civil Grand Jury has called for 
Hayes-White to issue a six-month progress report, but that hasn't happened yet. 



(I Team/Special News Cont.) 
 
Friday, March 25, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 6PM (3:00) 
 
FAKE MARINE PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHARGES 
 
A Marin County man pleaded not guilty on Friday to a federal stolen valor charge. 
This comes almost a year after the ABC7 I-Team first exposed Greg Allen for 
raising money by pretending to be a war hero.  The charging documents say 
Allen raised $23,000 by posing as a Marine veteran using fake medals, including 
two Purple Hearts and Bronze Star with "V" for valor.  In San Francisco federal 
court, he entered a not guilty plea.  "The not guilty plea is a denial that there's 
been a violation of the offense.  A not guilty plea can always be withdrawn and a 
guilty plea can be entered after reviewing the evidence," Defense attorney 
Charles Dresow said.  The I-Team first uncovered the evidence last May.  Allen 
claimed he was a veteran of the Vietnam War, a recon Marine, drill instructor and 
sniper.  He used that persona to run the House of Steel, a gym in San Rafael that 
attracted young men who want to join the Marines. 
 
When Dresow was asked if Allen was prepared to apologize to the veterans and 
to the young men he lied to, Dresow replied, "My advice to my client is he's not 
making any statements at this time.” Allen had a lot to say when I first 
approached him last year, insisting he was a Marine.  When asked if he was 
ready to admit that he's never been a Marine, Allen responded at the time, "No, 
I'm not going to admit anything to you because it's not true.”  He didn't know at 
the time the I-Team had already pulled his records that show just eight months in 
the Navy before an honorable discharge for a bum knee. The I-Team spoke with 
the FBI special agent who oversaw Allen's stolen valor investigation. 
 
"The case is important to the FBI for a couple reasons. First, people were 
defrauded out of their money, but secondly Mr. Allen's actions really cheapened 
the sacrifice of our men and women in uniform," Special Agent Scott Schelble 
said.  Several veterans were in court on Friday to see Allen finally face the 
federal charge, a misdemeanor that carries a maximum year in prison and 
$100,000 fine.  "It was so flagrant just seeing him marching around like a 
peacock up there," Navy Vietnam Veteran Gary Williams said.  Williams says he 
watched Allen at several parades in Marin with his phony uniform and medals. "I 
know a lot of people who earned a lot of awards and paid a heavy price for them 
and this guy is just a fraud," he said.  Allen is set to be back in court in May.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
(I Team/Special News Cont.) 

 
 
Thursday, February 18, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 11PM (4:25) 
 
JAIL RELEASES ALZHEIMER'S PATIENT ALONE, DIES ON I-880 
 
When deputies at a Bay Area jail released an Alzheimer's patient on his own, 
despite warnings about his condition, it cost an innocent man his life.  Confused 
and disoriented, the 65-year-old man wandered for hours and for several miles 
before being hit and killed by a car on I-880.  I-Team Reporter Dan Noyes' 
exclusive investigation of this case began with a tip from high-level sources 
inside the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office. The story raises questions about 
problems at the jail, and the family of Vladimir Matyssik agreed to share their 
unnecessary and unimaginable heartbreak. 
 
Kristina Matyssik was wrapping up her first semester of college in Southern 
California when her mother called with terrible news.  "She said my dad was no 
longer with us and I just didn't question it, I just grieved," Kristina said.  Kristina's 
mother didn't want to share the disturbing details of how her father died, so the 
young freshman thought he had simply succumbed to the Alzheimer's he had 
been battling for 10 years. But an ABC7 I-Team investigation reveals what really 
happened to Vladimir Matyssik the day he died. 
 
Inside sources say it comes down to poor decisions by jail deputies and poor 
management by the Santa Clara County Sheriff.  On April 6, 2015, Matyssik 
wandered into the Jewish Community Center in Los Gatos and the police were 
called. He was issued a citation for trespassing. Noyes has obtained a copy of 
the officer's report on the incident.  The officer wrote, "Matyssik did not seem 
to understand and told me that he was Jewish so he could go there.” 
 Prosecutors filed a misdemeanor complaint against Matyssik and requested he 
remain in jail writing, "Due to the defendant's incoherent condition, he may not 
comprehend any conditions of release.”  Matyssik was detained and kept in the 
main jail's psychiatric ward. 
 
His friend, Mike Pavlov, says it was the Alzheimer's that caused the behavior that 
landed Matyssik in jail.  "Gradually, he was losing the memory basically," Pavlov 
said.  Pavlov was in court on Nov. 5 when a judge threw out the trespass charge 
"in the interest of justice". The judge ordered Matyssik released and his friend 
went next door to the Main Jail in San Jose to bring him home.  "I swear, I can 
swear, I was saying those words, 'Don't release him on his own. I'm going to pick 
him up,'" Pavlov recalled.  But Pavlov says he couldn't get any cooperation or 
information from the deputies at the jail. He says he waited at the jail for hours, 
waiting for his friend Matyssik to be released.  
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He went to get some food and returned to the jail at 9 p.m. That's when he got 
some shocking news.  "The officer at the window says, 'Oh, he has been 
released.' My first question was, 'When and how? Nobody [called] me,'" Pavlov 
said.  Pavlov said he began driving around the neighborhood searching for his 
friend but he couldn't find him.  Now the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office says 
despite what Pavlov was told by that front desk deputy, Matyssik had not been 
released. In fact, he was held overnight and released the next morning. 
 
Matyssik was allowed to leave the jail all alone without any family members and 
without his friend Pavlov who had come to pick him up.  Kristina says she cannot 
understand how it happened that way when authorities knew her father was not 
coherent.  "I just keep thinking how my dad felt, how terrified he must have been 
just leaving the jail," Kristina told Noyes.  Her father wandered the streets. Ten 
hours and eight miles later, he walked onto Interstate 880 south of Dixon Landing 
Road. Noyes obtained recordings of the 911 calls.  "There's a man on the 880 
freeway," a female caller tells emergency operators.  Another driver called for 
help. "He's like in between the cars," she said.  Before police could arrive, a car 
hit Matyssik. That driver called 911 immediately and you can hear the agony in 
her voice. She said, "I was on the freeway and someone just ran -- just jumped 
right in front of my car."  You can hear the driver who hit Matyssik sobbing as the 
dispatcher, trying to get more information says, "Hello?”  Christine Ferry served 
as the director of the mental health unit at the Santa Clara County Jails for 18 
years.  "This didn't need to happen," she said.  She told Noyes the front desk 
deputy made a serious mistake turning away Matyssik's friend who came to pick 
him up. 
 
Ferry says the custody staff -- those responsible for the well-being of detainees -- 
has deteriorated since Santa Clara County Sheriff Laurie Smith took over the jails 
five years ago. She doesn't hesitate to describe what has happened.  "There's 
some who are just mean, they're mean, and you know that comes from the top, 
compassion can be taught. The sheriff sets the tone, the sheriff makes things 
happen," Ferry said.  Smith issued a written statement that says the release of 
Matyssik "followed established procedures."  The Sheriff declined to be 
interviewed because Kristina has filed a claim against the county-the first step 
towards a lawsuit.  The family's claim alleges, "The Sheriff/Jail negligently 
discharged Vladimir Matyssik," and that led to his "wrongful death”.  But no 
amount of money can replace the years Kristina will miss with her father.  Noyes 
asked her, "What do you miss about your dad?” "[I'm] just trying not to cry... his 
laughter, his humor. I was definitely a daddy's girl when I was younger and he 
was definitely my best friend," Kristina said.  The death of Matyssik was a 
horrible ordeal for his family and for all those people who saw what happened on 
I-880-including a 25-year-old woman from Sunnyvale. She was the driver who 
accidentally struck and killed Matyssik.  
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Here is the complete statement from the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office: "Mr. 
Matyssik was released the morning of November 6, 2015 at 7:40 am from the 
Santa Clara County Main Jail. His release followed established procedures. 
Unfortunately, we learned that over 10 hours after his release, Mr. Matyssik was 
killed in a pedestrian accident.  Mr. Matyssik's family has filed a claim with the 
county and as such we are prohibited from discussing any additional facts about 
this matter.” 



(I Team/Special News Cont.) 
 
 
Friday, February 19, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (4:45) 
 
INCREASING NUMBER OF RUN-DOWN BOATS OFF SAUSALITO 
 
The number of run-down boats off Sausalito is increasing, with other harbors 
cracking down. As a result, police now report crime has jumped. Authorities are 
under new pressure to remove these boats called "anchor-outs”.  Here is the way 
it's been: if you're having a hard time paying rent, don't worry about it. Just get an 
old, beat-up boat -- that doesn't even have to run -- and park it off Sausalito. You 
can live there! They've allowed that for decades, but now, the problems 
that come with anchor-outs are getting worse.  Clark Mason has lived rent-free 
off Sausalito for more than 30 years, but ABC7 I-Team Reporter Dan Noyes met 
him the morning after a winter storm blew his sailboat across Richardson Bay 
onto the rocks at Tiburon.  Mason shouted, "I just found out I'm 
(expletive) homeless and (expletive) broke at 75, I don't want to (expletive).” 
He didn't feel like talking at first. He and his friends had to pump out the water, 
keep more from lapping in, and move Mason's belongings to help the boat right 
itself. Mason told Noyes he slept through the storm. 
 
Mason: "I didn't feel the impact; I didn't feel it hit the rocks." 
Noyes: "And you were aground." 
Mason: "Yep, I was here from Sausalito." 
Mason's boat is among more than 200 anchor-outs now off Sausalito; many are 
in very bad shape. Sky7 HD caught two sinking last month, and after most every 
storm Noyes spots something -- a sailboat, a motorboat, assorted parts, or a 
massive pile of junk washed up on the Tiburon shoreline.  "You can walk around 
the perimeter of this whole area and you'll find more garbage," Belvedere 
resident Jim Robertson told the I-Team. "It's not coming in from China.  It's not 
coming in from Japan. It's coming from right over there.”  Robertson says 15 
boats have landed on his property in as many years. One anchor-out did $20,000 
damage to his dock.  The anchor-out problem cost one man his life.  When an 
old tug boat broke loose during a storm, a salvage company responded. 
 One worker called 911: "I've lost somebody overboard.”  Dispatcher answered, 
"Where?”  Employee Todd Estrella fell into the water and died from exposure. 
That was eight years ago, but not much has changed.  Noyes questioned 
Tiburon Mayor Erin Tollini. 
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Noyes: "This guy dies, eight years later, we've still done nothing?" 
Tollini: "Right. Well, I don't know if we can say we've done nothing." 
Noyes: "We've cleaned up some boats?" 
Tollini: "We cleaned up some boats." 
Noyes: "Something else?" 
Tollini: "I think that honestly there's been a lot of question about the best way 
forward." 
 
Tollini heads the Richardson Bay Regional Agency, formed in 1985 to address 
the anchor-outs. Since then, we've done repeated stories and authorities are 
always pledging to crack down.  ABC7's Ed Leslie reported in August 1990, 
"Amazon lady likes to get naked and play her guitar out here on the water, but 
her days of freedom are running out.”  Yet, the number of boats keeps 
increasing as other harbors take action, and Sausalito does not.  Ian Wren, Staff 
Scientist at San Francisco Baykeeper asks, "Why aren't any of these agencies 
really stepping up to address this issue?”  Wren is worried about the 
environmental impact of the anchor-outs. He said, "Issues of trash and human 
waste, and then the vessels that are old and derelict, they are possibly leaking 
fuel and oil.”  The anchor-outs also cause these so-called "crop circles" you can 
see from Google Maps. Heavy anchor chains drag the bottom with the 
tides, killing the eel grass -- an important breeding ground for 
herring.  "The herring go on it and lay eggs," Richardson Bay 
Harbor Administrator Bill Price told Noyes. "And all the birds come in to eat the 
herring eggs and then you've also got the sea lions coming in for the herring.”  It 
is Price's job to get rid of derelict boats that sink or wash ashore; now the number 
is up to a record 70 a year.  Noyes: "If you could snap your fingers, what would 
your solution be?”  Bill: "I'd throw moorings down.”  Permanent moorings -- 
places to tie up off shore -- would help limit the number of boats and prevent 
runaways. However, Sausalito refuses to pay its $31,000 share for a study into 
the mooring issue.  So, this scene continues to play out. When low tide came, 
Mason saw how he dragged anchor across the bay, and how a rock tore a hole 
in his boat. 
 
Mason: "Now I'm trying to plug that hole the best I can from the outside." 
Noyes: "Plug it with what?" 
Mason: "This shirt." 
Noyes: "Just a shirt?" 
Mason: "Yeah, anything to slow down the water." 
Noyes came back the next morning, surprised to see Mason and a friend free the 
boat, and pull it back to his spot off Sausalito.  There is a new state law that 
allows officials to remove boats that aren't seaworthy within 10 days.  The I-Team 
will stay in contact with law enforcement to see if and when they take action. 



(I Team/Special News Cont.) 
 
    
Tuesday, January 19, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (3:00) 
 
SHERIFF FAILED TO INVESTIGATE MOLESTATION CASE YEARS AGO 
 
A Los Gatos couple is accused of allegedly sexually abusing their adopted son 
and in an exclusive investigation, ABC7 I-Team reporter Dan Noyes has learned 
the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office failed to pursue the case when the first 
complaint came in three years ago.  Ralph Melvin Flynn and his wife, Carolyn 
Fen Flynn, face 44 charges involving their son they adopted from Russia. Court 
records show the charges include continuous sexual abuse of a child, unlawful 
sexual intercourse and incest. Ralph Flynn, 71, is a direct marketing executive 
who said in his online bio he met famous musicians Joan Baez, Phil Ochs, Joni 
Mitchell, Jose Feliciano and Bob Dylan when he worked at the famous Unicorn 
Coffee House while attending college in Boston.  Carolyn, 47, is a major account 
executive at a high-tech firm. She is free on $525,000 bail, but her husband 
is being held at Santa Clara County's Elmwood Jail. His bail was set at $2.5 
million.   
 
The couple's lawyer says they will both plead not guilty at a court hearing in San 
Jose on Wednesday.  Attorney Steve Nakano tells ABC7 News, "Everybody is 
presumed innocent at this point and I think it's based upon these charges 
especially, it's difficult for anybody hearing the charges to presume innocence, 
but the system must.”  According to court documents, the couple's son told law 
enforcement Ralph started sexually abusing him shortly after he arrived from 
Russia at the age of 9. He told an investigator Carolyn Flynn joined in when he 
was 15. 
 
The Flynns' son also told police his adopted father would sometimes abuse him 
inside a Rolls Royce, owned by Ralph, while it was parked in the couple's garage 
when there were other people at the family's Los Gatos house.  Records show 
Ralph allegedly admitted to sheriff's investigators he abused the boy and he 
confessed to molesting another adopted son who is now an adult living on the 
East Coast.  Noyes asked the couple's attorney what impact those admissions 
have on the case.  "I think that makes the case all the more complex. I don't 
know whether the district attorney intends to call that son as a witness," Nakano 
said.  The I-Team has learned the Santa Clara Sheriff's Department had received 
a complaint about the Flynns in 2012, but did not pursue an investigation fully. 
High-level sources inside the sheriff's department say they are frustrated about 
how the original allegation was mishandled more than three years ago.  A 
psychologist, who is mandated by law to report allegations or evidence of child 
sexual abuse, called the sheriff's department after the adopted boy told him. 
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"Ralph Flynn and Carolyn Flynn had been sexually abusing [him] since they 
adopted him from Russia 10 years ago and the victim had a recording of Ralph... 
attempting to bribe him for a sex act." 
 
A sheriff's department investigator concluded, "I am requesting the detective 
bureau conduct follow up."  But somehow, that investigation in 2012 fizzled and 
that concerned child welfare advocates in the South Bay.  "One of the things that 
concerns all of us in the child protection field is making sure that the abuse 
stopped when we catch it" said Roxanna Alavi of Legal Advocates for Children 
and Youth.   
 
Santa Clara County Sheriff Laurie Smith refused to be interviewed about the 
case, but released a statement saying, "We will examine how this initial report 
was handled.”  Sources close to the investigation tell the I-Team the detective 
who got the complaint in 2012 was overwhelmed with his caseload, which 
included the Sierra LaMar murder.  In the current case, investigators urged Ralph 
to write a letter apologizing to his two adopted sons and he did. 

 



(I Team/Special News Cont.) 
 
 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2016 – ABC7 NEWS 11PM (3:25) 
 
SUPER BOWL & RAIN PRESSURE SAN FRANCISCO HOMELESS  
 
The Super Bowl and steady rain storms have put increased pressure on 
thousands of homeless people in San Francisco. City officials insist they are not 
trying to hide San Francisco's homeless population during the Super Bowl, but 
our I-Team cameras have seen crews clearing streets again and again. We've 
also seen them using a tactic that makes it even harder for homeless people to 
get off the street.  The police sweep begins well before dawn. We watched one 
officer tell a homeless person, "So, when the time comes and you got to move, 
we're going to ask you to move." 
 
Homeless people who found shelter from rains under San Francisco's 101 
Freeway need to find a new spot.  Adam told us, "They told us that we have to be 
outta here within the next 20 minutes or the cops were going to start arresting 
people.”  San Francisco police and city workers have been clearing homeless 
camps away from key areas, like a freeway on-ramp that heads south to the 
Super Bowl.  Streets were transformed overnight, from crowded with tents to 
empty. A DPW worker told us, "My job is to clean up, that's it. I can't move the 
people, got officers for that. When they see us coming, they just start packing 
up.”   Kathy Liautaud used to own a three-bedroom house in Millbrae, but divorce 
landed her on the street: "You try and gather up all your stuff and throw it into a 
cart, if you're lucky enough to have found a cart.”  We wanted to ask San 
Francisco Mayor Ed Lee about his plans for the homeless, in light of the big 
game.  We met him at the opening of Super Bowl City. 
 
Noyes: "Is there a special push to hide the homeless for the Super Bowl?” 
 Lee: "No, I don't think we're hiding anybody. This is a city of a lot of tolerance, 
but we do want to get people off the streets. I mean that is our ultimate and day-
to-day goal.”  But homeless advocates say the tactics are having the opposite 
effect. Dustin Edwards got a $100 citation for blocking the sidewalk. He told us, 
"The police showed up and basically just wrote it out for me because I was here 
on the sidewalk.”  He doesn't know how he'll pay.  Kelley Cutler has been doing 
homeless outreach for 15 years. Cutler told the I-Team, "We're always 
encountering people with citations.”  One man named "Anthony" said "I got about 
15 tickets." Another told us, "Right now, 7." And "Ronald" said, "They give you a 
ticket and you're told to move.”  According to Jennifer Friedenbach of the 
Homeless Coalition, citations are up 20 percent over last year. 
 Friedenbach: "What happens is they can't pay them, they go to warrant. If 
they're on the housing wait list, they lose their place on the wait list.” 
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Noyes: "It keeps them homeless.”  Friedenbach: "It keeps them homeless, and 
the wait list is closed so you can't back on the wait list." 
 
And if they don't pay the citations, they face higher fines or jail time.  Homeless 
advocates say the citations and the sweeps are ways of keeping homeless 
people on the run.  Lee told us, "If you decide you still want to be on the streets, 
then we're going to ask you that this area has to be used for our Super Bowl 
facilities so that we can actually make the money for the general fund, and 
provide the services that we pay for.”   
 
For Liautaud, it's one more eviction: "Homeless people have become more of a 
problem. I guess we sort of represent that the city is not as successful at housing 
everybody and so, if the tourists don't see it, all the better.”  Even though San 
Francisco has many programs that help homeless people, it leads the state in 
anti-homeless laws.  In fact, several studies have put San Francisco in the top 10 
of the meanest cities for the homeless. 



THE ECONOMY 
 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:05) 
 
SILICON VALLEY'S ECONOMY A MIXED BAG OF PROS AND CONS 
 
A report card out Wednesday on the Silicon Valley's economy offered good and 
bad news, indicating that fast job growth and rising incomes are not solving 
problems of high housing costs and traffic.  These have been issues dogging 
Silicon Valley for years, but the recession put them on the back burner for 
several years. Now that incomes and jobs are strong, the question remains if 
there is a will to tackle what could hurt the valley long-term.  "Traffic is crazy, 
man. San Francisco is like a two-hour drive from San Jose, so it's ugly," said San 
Jose resident Ignacio Huerta.  Roughly 100,000 commuters head south from San 
Francisco every day to jobs in Silicon Valley. There were 64,000 new jobs added 
there last year.   
 
The outlook for 2016 is a bit cloudy because of a slowdown in the last quarter of 
2015, including the number of IPOs, when start-ups go public, and volatility in the 
stock market.  "There are valuations that investors are starting to feel are 
probably too high, an adjustment going on," said Russell Hancock, Joint Venture 
President and CEO. "Investors have become far more cautious, and so this is 
translating into something that could turn out to be a downturn.”  So even with 
average incomes rising to $122,000, a new study by Joint Venture Silicon Valley 
worries that the gap between high wage and low wage earners is growing. The 
average person senses it too.  "There's a lot of people that are underpaid. I think 
the gap between the wealthy and the middle class or the less-than's has grown 
significantly," said Steve Schuda, a San Jose resident.   
 
Another problem is the availability of newly constructed homes. In Silicon Valley, 
only 5,500 permits were issued last year, that's down 50 percent from the year 
before.  The job market is changing. Warehousing and storage was the fastest 
growing job category, outpacing biotech by three percent. Leading job declines 
were IT, repair services and nonprofits.  So there's room for optimism about the 
Valley's future, but also recognition some issues need to be addressed. 



(The Economy Cont.) 
 
MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2016 - ABC 7 NEWS 6PM (2:20) 
 
CALIFORNIA'S $15/HOUR WAGE COULD HELP WORKERS, COST JOBS 
 
A political deal to raise California's minimum wage to a nation-leading $15 an 
hour could help some workers cope with the state's crushing cost of living but 
also deprive other low-wage earners of jobs altogether, economists said Monday 
as Gov. Jerry Brown and other leaders touted what would be a landmark 
agreement.  California's economy is larger than that of most countries, with a 
wide diversity of earners. While newly minted millionaires gentrify neighborhoods 
in the San Francisco Bay Area, some Central Valley field hands lack access to 
clean water. A jump from the current $10 an hour spread over six years would 
affect millions.  "It's significant, that once again California is strong, that we can 
do right by workers, we can advance our economy, and we can do it through the 
legislative process," said Governor Brown. "Today, our great nation is watching 
us as history is made and we are showing them that when we stand together as 
one, we win.”   
 
Rafael Gutierrez, a 53-year-old farmworker, said the increase would let him treat 
his family to weekend dinners out and a short vacation to Disneyland from his 
home in Fresno County.  His last job picking peaches and grapes paid $11 an 
hour. His girlfriend makes $14 an hour at Target. Though their region is far from 
California's costliest, "Right now, we're just making it," Gutierrez said. "Life is 
expensive.”  And then there are employers such as Chuck Herrin, owner of 
Sunrise Farm Labor, which provides roughly 2,500 workers each year in the San 
Joaquin Valley. Herrin predicted that farmers would hire 10 percent fewer 
workers because of the higher cost of business.  "It's going to be devastating," 
said Herrin of the impact on fieldworkers and their dependent relatives.  "For 
those people who retain their jobs, things will be better. But then those people 
who loose their jobs will be worse, or much worse," said San Francisco 
University business professor Ludwig Chincarini. He says a hike in the minimum 
wage could trigger job cuts.   
 
Some businesses say they'll just pass some of the new costs onto customers.  
On Monday, Brown touted the deal his administration struck with legislative and 
labor leaders as potentially historic, calling it a matter of economic justice. Under 
the proposal, which the Legislature has yet to approve, the minimum wage would 
rise gradually, reaching $15 by 2022.  After that wages would rise with inflation, 
though in tough economic times the governor could delay increases.  Lawmakers 
could send the bill to Brown's desk as early as Thursday, said Sen. Mark Leno, a 
San Francisco Democrat.  

(continued next page) 
 

 



(continued) 
 
The hike would create the nation's highest statewide minimum wage. California 
and Massachusetts are the current highest at $10. Washington, D.C., stands at 
$10.50.  Oregon's governor signed legislation this year that would raise wages by 
2022 depending on location. In the largest city of Portland, the minimum will rise 
to $14.75. Rural areas would see an increase to $12.50.  Income inequality has 
emerged as a top issue nationally, with President Barack Obama proposing an 
increase to the federal minimum wage and Democratic presidential candidate 
Bernie Sanders pushing a $15-per-hour standard.  About 4 million workers in 
California earn wages in the $10 to $15 wage, according to calculations by 
Jeffrey Clemens, an economics professor at the University of California at San 
Diego. "The key question is what fraction of these workers will be lifted to the 
new minimum and what fraction will lose their jobs," Clemens wrote in an email.  
Advocates for the wage increase and their economists put the number of affected 
workers at closer to 6 million. 
 
"I would go so far as to call this reckless," said David Neumark, an economics 
professor at the University of California, Irvine.  Neumark noted that the effects 
would vary by geography: In high-wage counties such as San Francisco and 
Santa Clara, about 22 percent of workers would get a raise. In places such as 
Fresno and Merced counties, about half the workers would see more money. 
San Francisco voters approved a measure two years ago to increase the 
minimum wage of $10.74 an hour to $15 in 2018. It's currently $12.25. 
 
Brian Hibbs, owner of comic book and graphic novel store Comix Experience, 
said he supports the idea of a minimum standard of living, but he thinks the wage 
hike won't accomplish that because it will hurt small businesses. Projecting that 
his payroll for six employees will be $40,000 greater in 2018, he started a graphic 
novel membership club to meet the new wage requirements. If the membership 
doesn't grow, he said, he may have to close.  "I don't think this was thought 
through," he said. "The cost of labor is so high. It's very, very difficult to run a 
profitable business at this point."  Yasmin Fernandez, an activist who has sought 
a higher minimum wage, works in San Jose as a cashier at a gas station in the 
morning and at a Panda Express restaurant in the afternoon and evening.   
The 34-year-old said she takes home about $2,400 per month after taxes. After 
paying her living expenses and helping her widowed mother, sick brother and 
four nephews back in Mexico, she usually has about $150 left for herself. She 
works from 6 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. almost every day.  An increase to the minimum 
wage "will be heavenly," she said, describing how it would offer "a little more 
money for me, to maybe go to a concert or do something fun once in a while," as 
well as "help my family even more.” 



(The Economy Cont.) 
 
 
Sunday, March 13, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 6PM (1:30) 
 
BILL MAY GET PARENTS PAID TIME OFF FOR KIDS' SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
 
A new bill aimed at giving parents paid time off for their kids' school-related 
activities is bringing hope for many, but others say the bill may not be easy to 
pass.  For many working parents, it's tough to find the time to go on a school field 
trip with the kids. The new bill is designed to help with that, giving parents three 
paid days off a year for school-related events.  Businesses with 25 employees or 
less would be exempt.  State assemblyman Mike Gatto introduced the legislation, 
saying it would positively impact a child's life in the long run.  "Studies show that 
this greatly improves your child's educational chances in life. And it's really critical 
that we give parents this opportunity to do it without forcing them to make the 
tough decision between paying the bills and being involved," he said.  
 
Parents said they would love to spend more time with their kids at school, but 
because of their work situation, they couldn't afford to miss a day.  "You know, it 
was always family first, religion but now because of the hard time of the 
economy, we got to focus more on work and paying the bills," said Darryl 
Morgan, a father.  The bill was introduced this week and still has to go through 
the committee process before the state senate has a chance to review it and vote 
on it.  Gatto is expecting opposition mostly from businesses that say they can't 
afford to give their employees those three days off. 



(The Economy Cont.) 
 
 
Friday, January 22, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS NEWS 5PM (2:10) 
 
CHINESE STOCK MARKET WOES IMPACTING BAY AREA REAL ESTATE 
 
The U.S. stock market isn't the only part of the economy affected by the slide in 
Chinese markets.  Bay Area real estate is seeing changes as well and that is 
both good and bad news for local home buyers.  "The Chinese economy has 
seen quite sharp drops in the stock market as well as general economic activity," 
said Ralph McLaughlin, the chief economist for Trulia.  The U.S. stock market 
has followed suit and the ripples are starting to hit the Bay Area real estate 
market. 
  
Mortgage broker John Holmgren says some of his local clients, who are relying 
on their stock portfolios for a down payment on a house are having second 
thoughts.  "We have a lot of clients, who are from the tech sector and they had 
stock options they were about to exercise that were in the money that would 
allow them to cash in and make a down payment. Now, not so much," explained 
Holmgren.  Those clients are either waiting it out or looking to relatives or 
creative financing to come up with the down payment. 
 
And it's not just local buyers. Chinese buyers make up between six and 10 
percent of home buyers in San Francisco.  "What we see is quite a decrease in 
the number of Chinese home seekers looking for homes on Trulia in San 
Francisco," said McLaughlin.  McLaughlin says hits from China are down nearly 
50 percent so far this year.  If the market turmoil is affecting the mortgage side of 
the business, talk to a realtor and you'll get a different perspective 
 
Anian Pettit Tunney at Grubb Realtors in Oakland says a downturn in the stock 
markets may have just the opposite effect.  "I believe people feel that real estate 
is a very solid investment that the markets can't take away from," said Tunney. 
 Nearly 38 percent of Grubb's clients pay cash for a home and that hasn't 
changed. In fact, Grubb says they haven't seen any changes.  Trulia says there 
is a slight slowdown in home sales in the Bay Area - especially in San Francisco, 
but prices are still high and it's still not affordable for many. 



(The Economy Cont.) 
 
 
Monday, January 11, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:25) 
 
CRITICS CONCERNED SF TAXPAYERS WILL PAY SUPER BOWL COST 
OVERRUNS 
 
There are numerous symbols of Super Bowl 50 as San Francisco prepares for 
the festivities, including a free village for fans. But all the hoopla comes at a price 
for city taxpayers.  For example, on Monday, Muni's anticipated costs jumped 
from an estimated $1.7 million to $2.3 million. 
 
Some critics are worried that the San Francisco will suffer financially from hosting 
the Super Bowl, just as it did with the America's Cup where the promise of a big 
economic payoff fizzled.  Many critics say not one cent of taxpayer money should 
be involved.  "I've been getting hundreds of emails and calls from constituents 
saying we expect you to spend public taxpayer dollars on affordable housing, 
homeless services, street cleaning and Muni, not a party for the wealthiest 
people in the world," said San Francisco City Supervisor, Jane Kim.  City 
lawmakers held a hearing on Monday to get the facts and figures. 
 
Supervisor says the Super Bowl Host Committee and the NFL should pick up the 
tab, but Daniel Lurie, the head of the committee, is confident the city will make 
money.  "Taxpayers will net out particularly on this deal. In the end, more 
revenue will come in to the city than is going out.  I think the argument will be 
how could we not do an event like this" said Lurie. 
 
According to the mayor's budget director, last year, Phoenix enjoyed an overall 
economic benefit from the Super Bowl $719.4 million. New Orleans got $480 
million in 2013. And Indianapolis, the host in 2012, got almost $278 million from 
the event.  The Super Bowl 50 Host Committee is pledging $500,000 if San 
Francisco's costs soar above $4 million.  With Muni's estimated increase, it's 
already over that threshold. 



(The Economy Cont.) 
 
Friday, January 29, 2016 - ABC7 NEWS 6PM (2:30) 
 
HOW TO SURVIVE CURRENT STOCK MARKET TURMOIL 
 
With the Fed raising rates and the stock market going crazy, what should 
consumers do?  You hear a lot of Wall Street big wigs and plenty of politicians, 
but what do the economists, who are focused on your money think you should be 
doing?  "I am not concerned right now. I am concerned 12 to 18 months out," 
said Sean Callum, a banker in San Francisco's Financial District. "I am a long 
term investor. Stay in." 
 
"The fundamentals of the economy are still sound," said David Payne, a Kiplinger 
economist.  He says the Stock Market is reacting to potentially diminishing 
growth opportunities overseas and the drop in oil prices, but the U.S. economy, 
he says, is strong.  "I can confidently say we are not going to have a recession 
this year. And I think that will be good for the stock market eventually," said 
Payne.  Over at Bankrate Chief Financial Analyst, Greg McBride, says the 
economy is strong as well, but still he doesn't expect the Feds to carry through 
with a full slate of rate hikes. 
 
"The Federal Reserve thinks they are going to raise rates four more times in 
2016. I think that's a little overly optimistic. I see two maybe three increases," 
said McBride.  But even with that, McBride says consumers should consider 
refinancing their mortgages and other loans.  "Any variable rate debt you have is 
going to be an exposure in 2016, in particular, credit cards, home equity lines of 
credit and adjustable rate mortgages. I expect all of those to see rate increases 
as the year unfolds," explained McBride. 
 
And that brings us back to San Francisco's Financial District and a wise move we 
can all make.  "It is what it is. I can't fix it, I can't change it. I just have to save 
more money," said Joe Valdez from Las Vegas.  It is widely believed that the 
stock market is a better place to be than not, but remember there are no 
guarantees. 


